This report aims to illustrate how Japanese architects extrapolated a design theme from roof garden model through analyzing text and actual composition of contemporary Japanese houses with such model as it appeared in architectural publications. Initially, two aspects of the roof garden concept were extracted from explanatory text by architect themselves, and each scheme was then subjected to a "KJ-method" analysis (originated by KAWAKITA Jiro); one is the architect's intention in adopting roof garden, the other is the architect's distinct view of the spatial character on roof garden. Secondly, the actual composition of each house was assessed with regard to vertical and horizontal
. (Fig. 5) .
As a result, the high relations in architect's thinking (between architect's intention and distinct view of the spatial character) were found, that is, relation between and <Exterior Space Only> , and between both [Expansion of Living Space], [Rhetoric Operation of Spatial Composition] and <both Interior and Exterior Space>. Furthermore, in the former case architect's thinking tend to be subject to the Full Roof Type, and in the latter case subject to the Juxtaposing with Room Type. From the above, the framework of the design theme on houses with roof garden by contemporary Japanese architects was established. 
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